
Продажа - Апартамент - Fuengirola
740.000€ 

Fuengirola Апартамент

2 2 93 m2

Immerse yourself in the beauty of the Mediterranean Sea with this spectacular beachfront property in Fuengirola. 
Renovated apartment with an elegant and contemporary design, this residence offers incomparable panoramic views of 
the sea and direct access to the sandy beach, with a distance of less than 3 meters from the community. With a perfect 
combination of luxury and comfort, this impressive home has two bright bedrooms and two full bathrooms, one of them 
en suite, guaranteeing exceptional comfort for the entire family or guests. All spaces are exterior with sea views, allowing 
you to enjoy the beauty of the environment from every corner of the property. The fully equipped and functional kitchen 
is a dream for cooking lovers, while the spacious living room offers an ideal space for entertaining and relaxing facing the 
sea. Enjoy the outdoor lifestyle on the spacious private terrace, where you can take in stunning views of the sea, as well 
as the sunrise over the Mediterranean Sea, including the Sierra Nevada on clear days. In addition, this first-class property 
has automated awnings with remote control and solar and wind cells, PVC exterior carpentry with motorized blinds and 
double glazing, even retractable terrace glazing to leave the entire terrace open. All rooms have a built-in wardrobe and 
the house has a security alarm system. It is located in an exclusive community with first-class services, including a 
communal pool and gardens. The building has 4 elevators (2 per staircase) for greater comfort, and municipal solid waste 
collection in the common areas of each floor of the building. Conveniently located close to shops, restaurants and 
entertainment venues, this property represents the ultimate beachfront living experience in Fuengirola. Don't miss the 
opportunity to make your dreams of living by the sea come true in this spectacular renovated home! 

Расположение
 На побережье
 Рядом с портом
 Рядом с магазинами
 Рядом с городом
 Близко к школам

ВИД
 Море
 Панорамный

Особенности
 Крытая терраса
 Лифт
 Встроенные шкафы
 Рядом с транспортом
 Приватная терраса
 Ванная комната
 Двойные стеклопакеты
 Возле церкви




















